
 

Peek-a-Boo Chicks 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  
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Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Hey, Chick (143328/143331 SAB), Love & 
Affection (141545), Butterfly Basics (138813/138816/137154), Hardwood (133032/133035) 

 Paper: Smoky Slate Cardstock (131202), Whisper White Cardstock (100730), Basic Gray Cardstock 
(121044), Real Red Cardstock (102482)  

 Inks: Smoky Slate Classic Stampin’ Pad (131179), Basic Black Archival Stampin’ Pad (140931), Garden 
Green Classic Stampin’ Pad (126973), Delightful Dijon Classic Stampin’ Pad (138327), Real Red Classic 
Stampin’ Pad (126949), Cajun Craze Classic Stampin’ Pad (126965), Crushed Curry Classic Stampin’ Pad 
(131173), Soft Suede Classic Stampin’ Pad (126978) 

 Embellishments: Linen Thread (104199), Wink of Stella Glitter Brush (141897)  

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430), SNAIL Adhesive (104332), Glue Dots (103683), Fine-Tip Glue Pen 
(138309), 2-Way Glue Pen (100425), Tear & Tape (138995) 

 Tools: Blender Pens (102845), Layering Squares Framelits (141708), Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine 
(143263), Magnetic Platform (130658), Paper Snips (103579), 1/8” Handheld Circle Punch (134365), ¾” 
Circle Punch (119873), 1” Circle Punch (119868)  

Measurements:     

 Smoky Slate:  6-1/8” x 5-1/2” -- scored on 6-1/8” side at 4-1/4”; 5-1/2” x 11” – scored on 11” side at 3-
1/2” and 7” 

 Whisper White:  2 x 5-1/2”; 2-1/4” x 5-1/2”; 2-1/2” x 5-1/2” 

 Basic Gray:  1-3/4” x 10” or 3-1/2” x 5” 

  



Instructions:  

1. Cut and score per measurements above.  Fold along 
score lines so pieces fit together as shown in diagram. 

2. Top Layer:  At Big Shot… position 1-1/4” square 
framelit up against the flap of the 6-1/8” top piece of 
Smoky Slate as shown in picture – at least ¼” from 
edge.  Cut.  Reposition framelit at the bottom, at least 
¼ from edge.  Cut.  Now, for the middle window, 
position framelit midway between the other two 
windows up again the flap and cut. 

3. Card Base: First place 6-1/8” piece over 11” card base as shown in diagram.  Align edges.  Use the 6-
1/8” piece as a template and cut the windows in the first section of the base.  Position framelit in the 
window and carefully cut out each window.  Remove 6-1/8” piece and fold cut flap of base to use as a 
template and carefully cut squares in the middle section of base. (it will be a total of 9 windows) 

 

 

 
4. Use the 1-1/2” scalloped square framelit together with the 1-1/4” square framelit to cut six window 

frames from basic gray piece. 

5. Use Smoky Slate ink to stamp Hardwood texture onto front of 6-1/8” piece and the inside of card. (The 
inside of the card will be the part of the card that you cut the windows in…when closed, the front of 
base is the outside of the first section and is not stamped on because it is covered by the 6-1/8” piece.) 
Randomly stamp small foliage from Love & Affection Stamp Set to add interest to bottom of card.  
Colors used were Delightful Dijon, Soft Suede, and 
Garden Green.  

6. Use Smoky Slate ink to stamp chicken wire all over 
the 2-1/4” x 5” white cardstock. This will later be 
adhered to back section of card base.  

7. Using Stamping Off technique, randomly stamp 
chicken wire texture on top and bottom of 2” x 5” 



white cardstock in Smoky Slate. In Real Red, stamp “You’re a good egg” sentiment near top and stamp 
the “Have a good day” sentiment toward the bottom.  In the middle, stamp the egg in Smoky Slate.  
Color the shell with Wink of Stella and the legs with Crushed Curry (using Blender Pen). 

Tip:  Use the widows at a template to position stamps.  This piece will be later adhered to the flap of 
the top piece. 

Stamping Off Technique:  Ink stamp as normal.  Stamp off onto scrap paper then stamp onto 
cardstock.  This technique provides a lighter image of the stamp. 

8. Use black ink to stamp chickens onto 2-1/2” x 5-1/2” white cardstock.   Use Blender Pens to add color 
to chickens.  Colors used were Smoky Slate, Crushed Curry, Cajun Craze, Soft Suede, and Real Red.  
Fussy cut chickens out… you do not need their legs. 

9. In Real Red, stamp “Hey Chick” sentiment onto white scrap in two lines.  Use washi tape to mask off 
one part of stamp… ink… remove washi… stamp… clean really well.  Use washi to mask of other part of 
sentiment and repeat process.  Use ¾” Circle punch to cut out circle.  Use 1” Circle punch to punch out 
background from Real Red scrap.  Align circles and use 1/8” Handheld Circle punch to create hole for 
thread.  Wind a length of Linen Thread a few times around card as shown.  Slip sentiment and 
background onto thread and tie off. 

10. Use Fine-tip Glue pen to attach window frames to windows of top piece and middle section of card 
base as shown in pictures.  Attach chickens to back of windows on top piece as shown using glue pen. 

11. Attach inside sentiment (with egg) to inside of flap of top piece using SNAIL.  Attach chicken wire 
background to inside of the back of the card using SNAIL.  Be sure to line this up with the windows of 
the card, but not too close to the fold.   

12. Use SNAIL to adhere the top piece to the front of the card base.  Be sure that windows align.  Place a 
piece of Tear & Tape next to the chicken wire background on back of card.  Fold flap in.  Peel plastic 
from tape and fold card closed.  Smoosh down (sorry to get so technical!)  

13. Open the card… the eggy sentiment should slide over the chicken wire background  

Mash-Up Credits:  I haven’t had an original thought since the invention of Pinterest.  So, while I see things that 
peak my interest, I always have to change things up.  For this card, I used elements of the following… 

Layout for card was inspired by Lisa Harvey-Reber at Gulf Coast Stamper 

The tutorial for the double peek-a-boo was from Dawn Griffith at Dawn’s Stampin’ Thoughts 

The colors for the chickens came from Cindy Elam at Heart’s Delight Cards 

 


